
  
No.   20026:   Implementation   of   E-learning   
  

  20 th    October,   2020   

Dear   Parents,   
  

In   order   to   enhance   students’   learning   effectiveness   and   self-directed   learning   ability,   our   
school   is   actively   promoting   online   E-learning.   The   advantages   of   E-learning   are   as   
follows:   
  

1. Students   can   learn   whenever   and   wherever   they   want.   
2. Students   can   receive   prompt   and   effective   feedback   through   e-learning   platforms   and   

self-correct   accordingly.   
3. Less   able   students   can   learn   and   practice   according   to   their   ability   and   at   their   own   

pace.   
4. Students   can   self   learn   without   assistance   or   family   support.   
  

During   the   school   suspension   period,   we   used   different   e-learning   methods   and   found   that   
the   students’   learning   interest,   motivation   and   effectiveness   improved.   Therefore,   we   will   
further   promote   e-learning,   and   more   e-homework   will   be   assigned   to   students   in   the   near   
future.   
  

In   the   last   few   years,   we   have   purchased   enough   iPads   for   our   students   to   use   in   the   
classroom.   However,   if   students   do   not   have   their   own   iPad   at   home,   e-homework   cannot   
be   done   and   learning   effectiveness   will   be   greatly   hindered   and   limited.   Therefore,   
parents   should   try   to   provide   their   child   with   an   iPad   or   a   computer   that   can   access   
the   internet .   If   you   do   not   have   any   of   the   above   devices,   please   purchase   one   as   soon   
as   possible.   However,   if   you   cannot   purchase   one   due   to   financial   difficulties,   the   school   
will   try   to   assist   you.   
  

Please  complete  and  return  the  reply  slip  to  the  class  teacher  on  or  before  26 th  October,                  
2020.   For   any   enquiries,   please   contact   our   I.T.   Coordinator   Mr.   Kevin   Ko   at   25775188.   

  
Li   Sing   Tai   Hang   School   
  
  
  

  _____________________   
Ms.   Shirly   Yip,   the   Principal   
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Reply   Slip   

  
To:  Li  Sing  Tai  Hang  School.  I  have  acknowledged  the  School  Notice  No.20026  and                
(Please   ✔   where   appropriate)   
  

☐      our   family   has   the   following   electronic   device(s)   which   can   access   the   internet:   

☐ iPad     

☐ Android   Tablet   

☐ Desktop   or   laptop   computer   

    

  ☐     our   family    does   not    have   any   of   the   above   electronic   devices   which   can   access   the   
internet   and     

☐ I   will   buy   one   shortly.   

☐ I   am   not   going   to   buy   one   shortly.   

  

Class:______   Name:____________(     )   Parent’s   Signature:___________Date:_________     
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